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ASK THE COACH 

Hello,  
my name is Jeroen and i have read your'e revieuw about q-rings. i am a second year junior (racing for 
16-17 years old people) and i would like to buy q rings but i dont know which type i schould buy. i  
mostly ride at 100rpm (cadence) sometimes i ride crits and sometimes i race on climbs. i race on a 52-
39 tooth and on the back a 14-28 what would be the best q rings for me and is it possible to do 
maitenance on them whitout a lot of knowlege about chainrings  
I'm sorry about my bad english i come from belgium but i tried my best. 
i hope you can help me with my problem.  
greetings Jeroen from Belgium. 
 
 

 

Hi Jeroen, 
Thank you for your question.   
Before getting started on Q-Rings, I am a professional level bike fitter and I coach a lot of juniors. 
Please allow me to share my thoughts as they are important to your continued health as you get 
older.  
1) In my opinion, manufacturers put too long of crank arms on bicycles and this is why most cyclists 
are already experiencing tremendous knee pain when they come in for their first bike fit. The 
youngest I have helped was 35. The reason for their knee pain is that with too long of crank arms, 
your knees are hyper-flexed (too much flex, too much of an angle) in the upper (12o'clock) position. 
It's like when your gym teacher says don't go past parallel when you do heavy barbell squats. As a 
junior, it's important that you take precautions now since cycling is a summation of micro-injuries 
which will eventually catch up to you later in life. So, depending on how tall you are and your inseam, 
most juniors I bike fit, I recommend shorter cranks. 
2) Saddles. For your health, I highly recommend a saddle with a cutout. Something like the Selle Italia 
Superflow, Specialized Power, etc. In fact, several juniors have opted for a ISM TT-type saddle. 
Cutouts not only protect your soft tissue but actually allow you to rotate correctly at the hips due to 
there being somewhere for the chamois/padding to go. Without a cutout, the saddle actually pushes 
back against you not allowing you to rotate correctly. 
Hopefully these will help you maintain your health going forward. 
 
Q-Rings. When asked about Q-Rings, I usually recommend starting out with getting the big ring first 
and using the existing small ring. As the Q-Ring gets smaller, there is less ovality meaning you don't 
get the benefits from a small ring that you get from a big ring.  
 
A Q-Ring has the same teeth as its round counterpart so the gear-inches don't change. What you do 
feel is a reduced resistance at the dead spots. So, basically, if you can spin a 52 at 100rpm, then you 
can spin a Q-Ring at 100 rpm. My chain ring setup is 52 Q-Ring and 34 round ring. This is because we 
have some high %grade hills we train on ... 13%, 14%, 15%.  
 
The other factor is OCP. Since everyone pushes down on the pedals at a slightly different point on the 
pedal-stroke, some people are a OCP 1, some 2, most are 3, I'm a 4 and a lot of Triathletes are 5. If 
you have the money, I would recommend Rotor 2-InPower as it comes with free training software 
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that also will tell you where your OCP is. For doing this manually, please see the attached PDF 
document from Rotor. Start with OCP 3 then see chart below to fine tune. 
 
Summary, you should be fine with a 52 Q-Ring. Keep your current 36 small ring unless you do a lot of 
hills, then you might want to go to a 34T.  
Also, I highly recommend (a) new chain ring bolts and (2) Rotor Q-Ring front derailleur shim 
(http://thepartsshoppe.com/product-category/misc-parts/). This shim will help lower the back of the 
front derailleur cage so the chain won't rub against it when in the small ring. 
 
I hope this helps! 
Sincerely, 
Rick 
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